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Access to second stability region for coupled peeling-ballooning
modes in tokamaks

H. R. Wilson
ERATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon Oxon, OX14 3DB, United
Kingdom

R. L. Millera)

General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92186-5608

~Received 1 September 1998; accepted 14 October 1998!

The peeling mode restricts access to the second stability region of the ideal ballooning mode at the
tokamak plasma edge. Using a two-dimensional, high toroidal mode number eigenmode code
employing a model tokamak equilibrium, it is shown that a window to second stability exists for a
sufficiently deep magnetic well. The different mode structures of the various eigenmode branches
are studied. In particular, when access to second ballooning stability exists, a ballooning mode
perturbation at the first stability boundary can extend deep into the plasma core, and then instability
is likely to result in large scale loss of plasma energy. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The high confinement, ‘‘H’’-mode of tokamak operatio
makes it an attractive scenario for Next Step devices.
edge transport barrier, responsible for the high confinem
supports a steep pressure gradient which is widely belie
to be limited by high toroidal mode numbern ballooning
modes. At a still higher pressure gradient, standard ballo
ing theory predicts the presence of a ‘‘second stable’’ regi
and calculations show that it is possible to gain access to
second stable region if the magnetic shear is low. Increa
the depth of the magnetic well allows access with lar
values of magnetic shear. This provides an opportunity
steeper edge pressure gradients in tokamaks, with a resu
improvement in performance, as observed in the good c
finement H- or VH-modes~very high! of operation on
DIII-D 1,2 and the Joint European Torus~JET!,3 for example.

To fully exploit second stability requires an understan
ing of edge magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! instabilities and
their interaction. Huysmans4 combined the stability diagram
for high n ballooning and lown kink modes to illustrate tha
the kink mode can restrict access to second stability, it be
unstable for high current density close to the plasma e
~i.e., low magnetic shear there!. In addition, the peeling
mode,5,6 which can be considered as the highn analog of the
kink mode, can be destabilized when an edge current den
flows and this can prevent access to second stability for e
libria with weak magnetic wells.7 In this paper we include
the peeling mode in our ballooning mode analysis to dem
strate that second stability access is possible at the pla
edge, though it requires a deeper magnetic well becaus
the interaction between the peeling and ballooning mo
than consideration of the individual modes would suggest
addition, we calculate the radial structure of the margina
stable modes, showing that this can be quite different in

a!Present address: Archimedes Technology Group, San Diego, Califo
92186.
8731070-664X/99/6(3)/873/4/$15.00
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ferent regions of parameter space; this is illustrated by b
edge localized structures and structures which extend d
into the plasma interior.

We present the essential features of the stability diag
and mode structure by restricting consideration to a sim
tokamak equilibrium model, analogous to the so-calleds
2a model,8 which is known to reproduce many of the qua
tative features of ballooning modes calculated from true
kamak equilibria. While this model contains sufficient phy
ics to demonstrate the important qualitative properties
coupled peeling–ballooning modes, it cannot replace
analysis of a full tokamak equilibrium, and the developme
of a stability code to address this is under way. This study
the s2a model therefore serves as a first indication of t
properties of coupled peeling–ballooning modes, and als
a guide to the features which a general geometry code m
capture.

The s2a model is based upon a large aspect ratio
pansion of a finiteb (b is the ratio of plasma pressure t
magnetic field pressure!, circular cross-section toroida
plasma. The pressure gradient is assumed to be locally l
in the vicinity of the rational surface close to the plasm
edge, about which we expand. This expansion of the equ
rium is valid provided the mode is radially localized. Thu
the equilibrium can be characterized by six parameters:
magnetic shear,s5rq8/q; the pressure gradient paramet
a522m0Rq2p8/B2; the distance of the first vacuum ratio
nal surface from the plasma surface in units of the dista
between rational surfaces,D; the magnetic well proportiona
to dM ~such that the Mercier coefficientDM5adM /s2 9!, and
the edge safety factorq ~herer is the minor radius, a prime
denotes a derivative with respect tor , R is the major radius,
p is the plasma pressure andB is the magnetic field!. A linear
radial variation ofa, proportional to the parameterad , pro-
vides a means to determine the radial mode structure of
looning modes, and the magnetic shear is taken to be c
stant for simplicity. The toroidal mode numbern is assumed
to be large.
ia
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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II. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Following a minimization of the change in energy ass
ciated with a small plasma displacement, a set of coup
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equations for the Fourier harmonics of the radial compon
of the displacement,um(x) has been derived,7 which can be
solved to determine their dependence on the radial coo
natex5m02nq:
s2~x2M !2
d2um

dx2 12 s2~x2M !
dum

dx
2~x2M !2um2aH sF ~x2M !21

1

2G d

dx
@um112um21#1s~x2M !

d

dx
@um111um21#

1s~x2M ! @um112um21#2
1

2
@um111um21#2dMumJ 2

a2

2 H @~x2M !211#

3S um2
1

2
@um121um22# D2~x2M !@um122um22#J 50. ~1!
.

is

dia-

ver,
re
g
no
Here m5m0 is the poloidal mode number associated w
the first rational surface outside the plasma, assumed la
so thatx5D represents the plasma surface andx increases
going into the plasma; the shifted poloidal mode num
M5m02m also increases into the plasma~i.e.,x5M are the
locations of the rational surfaces!. Terms of order 1/n have
been neglected. To represent equilibrium radial profiles~im-
portant to deduce the radial structure of ballooning mod!
we express

a5aa2
ad

nqas
~x2D!, ~2!

where the subscripta represents the edge value of the para
eter. Boundary conditions at the plasma–vacuum interf
are obtained by matching to the vacuum solution for m
netic field fluctuations~for which a cylindrical model is
adopted!; thus, atx5D we impose

~D2M !H 2s~D2M !
dum

dx
2@22~D2M !# um

1
a

2
~D2M ! ~um112um21!J

x5D

5V2um , ~3!

whereV2 is an eigenvalue such thatV2,0 corresponds to
instability ~we are interested in marginal stability, for whic
V250). Deep in the core, in the limitx→`, the condition
um(x)50 is applied.

Two different types of mode can be deduced from E
~1! and ~3!. First, employing the local expansion, valid fo
modes localized around a single vacuum rational surf
close to the plasma–vacuum interface, i.e.,D!1, the peeling
mode criterion is found:

a.
2 ~22s!

2 dM
, ~4!

for stability. Second, employing the ‘‘ballooning approxim
tion’’ for radially extended modes,um(x).eimku(x2m), we
derive the familiars2a equation from Eq.~1!:

d

dhH @11h2~h!#
dy

dhJ 1laGy50, ~5!
e,

r

s

-
e
-

.

e

where h is the ballooning angle,h(h)5s(h2k)2a sinh
andG5cosh1hsinh1dM . An ‘‘intermediate’’ eigenvaluel
has been introduced, with the physical situationl51 corre-
sponding to marginal stability contours in thes2a plane for
a given magnetic welldM . The boundary conditions on Eq
~5! are thaty, which is the Fourier transform ofu, tends to
zero at largeuhu, and we choosek to maximize the unstable
region.

If the coupling between peeling and ballooning modes
neglected, then for a deep magnetic welldM520.6, typical
of advanced tokamak scenarios, one obtains the stability
gram shown in Fig. 1~a! from Eqs.~4! and ~5!; thus, there
appears to be access to the second stability region. Howe
if we calculate the stability diagram by solving the mo
complete Eqs.~1! and~3!, then we observe a strong couplin
between the peeling and ballooning modes and there is

FIG. 1. The marginal stability contours in thes2a plane for a magnetic
well parameterdM520.6 for ~a! the idealn5` ballooning~full ! and lo-
calized peeling~dashed! modes and~b! the marginal stability contours from
the two-dimensional edge MHD code for the same magnetic well andD
50.1, q54, n520, ad54.0 ~full curve! compared to the ideal ballooning
~short-dashed! and peeling~long-dashed! boundaries.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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access to second stability for this value of the magnetic w
@Fig. 1~b!#; note, however, that a second stability region do
exist. Here we have chosenn520 and a small value ofD
50.1, for which the localized peeling mode stability crit
rion is expected to be accurate when coupling to the c
Fourier harmonics is weak~i.e., low a).

As the well is deepened further, the unstable region g
smaller and, fordM&20.64, access to second stability c
be achieved. Figure 2 shows the effect of progressively de
ening the magnetic well fromdM520.6 through dM

520.64 and finally todM520.645, with other parameter
the same as Fig. 1. It is interesting to note that in the c
dM520.645 the marginal stability boundary is pulled abo
the peeling mode stability criterion as it passes under
nose of the ballooning boundary@Fig. 2~b!#. For largerD
50.9 the localized peeling mode stability criterion is n
longer valid, and the stability curves predicted by the tw
dimensional calculation are somewhat different to the lowD
case. These results are shown in Fig. 3 fordM520.6 ~no

FIG. 2. ~a! A sequence of marginal stability curves from the tw
dimensional stability calculation as the magnetic well is deepened f
dM520.6 ~long-dashed!, through dM520.64 ~short-dashed!, to dM

520.645~full !, showing access to second stability at the deepest well~the
other parameters as Fig. 1!. In ~b! the results of the two-dimensional cod
~full curves! are compared with the individual peeling and ballooning s
bility boundaries fordM520.645.

FIG. 3. The marginal stability contours calculated using the tw
dimensional code forD50.9 anddM520.6 ~full curve! and dM520.62
~dashed curve!; the other parameters are as for Fig. 1~b!.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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second stability access! anddM520.62~second stability ac-
cess!.

The structure of the modes is very different for differe
parts of the marginal stability curves: this can be illustra
by considering theD50.1 case shown in Fig. 2~b!. Taking
a55.0, s52.58, corresponding to marginal stability on th
low shear peeling mode branch, we find that the mode
very localized at the plasma edge, coupling only a few int
nal rational surfaces, but several~seven in this case! vacuum
surfaces@Fig. 4~a!#. If we now consider higher shear,s
54.09, at the same value ofa, so that we are on the secon
stability branch of the ballooning mode marginal stabil
contour, then we find the mode structure shown in Fig. 4~b!.
There are now many more Fourier modes that are reso
inside the plasma, which peak at their respective ratio
surfaces, as expected from a ballooning mode. Approxim
ing the fraction of plasma minor radius which this mo
penetrates the plasma bydr /r;dm/(nqs), wheredm is the
number of internal Fourier modes, we finddr /r;6%, which
justifies the ‘‘localized mode’’ approximation we made
performing the equilibrium expansion. We find that th
mode structure persists as we reducea towards the first sta-
bility branch, up to the point at which this branch crosses
n5` ideal ballooning stability contour. Then the mod
structure becomes much more radially extended, as show
Fig. 4~c!, which is for a case just below then5` ballooning
mode boundary, again ata55.0, buts54.67. Finally, as we
increasea and s along the first stability boundary, the ba
looning nature begins to dominate and the mode amplit
peaks away from the plasma edge; this is illustrated for
casea56.0, s56.13 in Fig. 4~d!. This mode structure is
similar to those derived previously,7 where the envelope o

m

-

-

FIG. 4. The radial eigenmode structures for the Fourier componentsum(x)
for ~a! the peeling mode branch ata55.0, s52.58; ~b! the second stable
branch ata55.0, s54.09; ~c! close to the ‘‘nose’’ of then5` ballooning
mode marginal stability contour ata55.0, s54.67, and~d! on the first
stable branch ata56.0,s56.13; parameters are as for Fig. 2~b!. In ~d!, the
dashed curve shows the fit to the Airy function given in Eq.~6!. The insets
show the position in thes2a diagram.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the um(x) was shown to be an Airy function.10 If we fit a
shifted Airy function of the form

C~x!5a$Ai @c ~x2d!#1b Bi @c ~x2d!#%, ~6!

then we obtain good agreement fora52.104,b52 0.014,
c50.056, d529.86 as shown by the dashed curve in F
4~d!. The small amount of Bi which is included is to tak
account of the finite value of the maximumx range;a is an
arbitrary normalization; the shiftd is adjusted to match the
position of the maximum in the envelope, and the width
the eigenfunction is matched through the parameterc. If we
take the edge ballooning theory derived in Ref. 7, then
provides a prediction forc:

c5S 2 laad

lkk nqsD
1/3

, ~7!

wherela[]l/]a and lkk []2l/]k2. Solving the balloon-
ing equation~5! around the marginal stability pointa56.0,
s56.13 we find thatla520.19, lkk526.8, so thatc
50.049. While this is close to the fitted value, the deviati
is significant~due to the 1/3 exponent!, and indicates that the
high n expansion procedure is beginning to break down d
to the high value oflkk calculated here~comparable ton).

III. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that access to a second s
region to coupled peeling–ballooning modes is possible
the edge of a tokamak plasma, provided the magnetic we
sufficiently deep. The stable region in thes2a diagram is
reduced due to the coupling between the two modes, wh
also makes access to the second stable region more diffi
When access to second stability exists, there are three
tinct mode structures which can be identified: a peeling m
structure at low magnetic shear, which is very localized
the edge, a structure on the second marginal stability bra
which has relatively more Fourier modes, penetrates de
into the plasma, and has a ballooning nature, and a struc
on the first marginal stability branch which has many Four
modes and is very radially extended, penetrating deep
the plasma. An important conclusion we draw is that if a
cess to second stability exists at the plasma edge, then
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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consequences of entering the ballooning unstable region
likely to be dramatic: the resulting instability is expected
increase transport to reducea, further enhancing the insta
bility and leading to a crash event as the plasma equilibri
adjusts towards the first stability boundary. Furthermore,
cause these modes extend deep into the plasma core
would presumably result in turbulent heat loss over a la
radial region, which could be catastrophic for confinement
is therefore important to confirm these stability and mo
structure features in a more realistic geometry, and wor
under way to develop the numerical tools required for suc
study.
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